
 

Soil Microorganisms? Role Cited as a
Missing Factor in Climate Change Equation

December 17 2009

(PhysOrg.com) -- Those seeking to understand and predict climate
change can now use an additional tool to calculate carbon dioxide
exchanges on land, according to a scientific journal article co-authored
by a University of Alabama researcher and publishing this week.

The research, publishing in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences’ Early Edition, incorporates into global computer models the
significant impact an enzyme, carbonic anhydrase, has on the chemical
form of carbon dioxide released from the soils and reduces uncertainties
in estimates of CO2 taken up and released in terrestrial ecosystems.

The same enzyme is present in foliage and soils, but it leaves a different
imprint on CO2 involved in photosynthesis and respired by soils.

“Our paper presents measurements from all the major regions of the
world where we have experimentally determined the effect of this
enzyme, produced by many microorganisms, on carbon dioxide released
from the soil,” said Dr. Behzad Mortazavi, an assistant professor of
biological sciences at The University of Alabama, and a co-author of the
article.

In computer models used to estimate and predict carbon dioxide, or
CO2, exchange, scientists had previously incorporated the role this
enzymes plays in the vegetation, but had neglected to include its role in
soils, according to the collaborative paper written by 18 co-authors from
around the world.
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Revising the computer model predictions to take the soil enzymes’
impact on CO2 into account reduces the discrepancies between the
model and atmospheric observations, according to the paper whose lead
authors are Lisa Wingate and Jérôme Ogee.

While scientists had suspected the enzyme was also active in soils,
Mortazavi said the impact of the enzymes within soil on CO2 had been
difficult to measure and thereby was not factored into the computer
models.

In order to effectively tackle the complexities regarding humans’ impact
on climate changes, it’s important to accurately understand the natural
processes, the UA scientist said.

“In general, it’s very challenging to determine how much carbon is taken
up by photosynthesis versus how much carbon is released by
respiration,” Mortazavi said. “It’s important to know the contributions of
these two processes because as the climate is warming, the balance
between carbon taken up and released on land will change. Warmer
temperatures can increase the microbial activity in the soils, leading to a
greater release of CO2 from the soil.”

Ideally, the amount of carbon dioxide removed naturally through the
carbon cycle balances the total carbon dioxide emissions. The amount of
carbon released into the atmosphere has grown out of balance because of
the increased number of human activities such as the use of fossil fuels,
many scientists believe.

As the world debates what steps should be taken to address human
activities believed to contribute to climate change, Mortazavi said it’s
important the naturally occurring processes are measured accurately,
something to which this research will contribute.
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“This is an additional tool to look separately at the uptake of CO2 by 
photosynthesis, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the release of
CO2 by respiration.”
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